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ABSTRACT

Functional integration method is applied to derive Ward-                 c

Takahashi identities involving the energy-momentum tensor, currents,

and fields. In the process of the derivation, we have introduced

a variational method to derive conservation laws, in which the

improved energy-momentum tensor of Callen-Coleman-Jackiw is obtained.

Establishing the correspondence between the c-number relations

obtained in the functional integration method and the q-number ones

resulting from the conventional way, we demonstrated that the two

approaches of the quantum field-theory give identical results for

the perturbation expansion, canonical equal-time commutation relations,

etc.  They are, therefore, equivalent.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

In 1948 Feynman  proposed a path integral formulation of quantum

mechanics which was later extended to the treatment of the relativistic

2
quantum field-theory, praticularly, the quantum electrodynamics.

Over the last one and a half decades, many authors have investigated

this functional integration formulation of quantum field-theory and

demonstrated in the few cases investigated, that this formulation repro-

34duces results of the perturbation theory. '
However, the hope that this

method would offer a·closed solution of the quantum field-theory to by-

pass the difficulties of the perturbation calculation has not been

realized.

The formulation has not been particularly popular until now due

to its unfamiliarity and mathematical difficulties that have not been

completely worked out. Irrespective of its weakness in performing

actual calculations, the functional integration method has recently

attracted wide attention. It has been used to construct renormalizable

gauge field-theory5 and representations of dual resonance amplitudes.6

In this article, we shall discuss an application of the functional

integration formulation to derive general Ward-TaI<ahashi identities

(called W-T identities hereafter) involving the energy-momentum tensor,

its trace, and gauge currents.  The conventional method in deriving W-T

identities, involving the use of equal-time commutators among field

operators, is not suitable for the present purpose, since the energy-

momentum tensor contains time derivatives of field operators.  Another

7interesting method, due to Gross and Jackiw,  using the idea of the
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covariant T-product, has been successfully applied in a few simple

8
cases. The method, however, seems to be quite involved in more compli-

cated cases. The functional integration formulation appears to be a more

economical machinery to achieve the purpose.

In the functional integration approach, like the conventional method, (
J

one starts with a definite Lagrangian to provide a dynamical framework;

nevertheless, unlike the conventional approach, equations of motion of

the fields will not enter the calculation, final results satisfying auto-

matically constraints of the equations of motion.

In Sec. 11, we obtain local transformations of fields which generate,

in a variational method, conservation laws when applied to a Lagrangian.

Especially, we derive gauge currents, the improved energy-momentum tensor

of Callen, Coleman, and Jackiw,  and its trace.  The results of the gauge

10currents agree with those of Gell-Mann and L6vy. These same local

transformations are used  in Sec.  1 1 1  and  IV as changes of functional

integration variables in the path integral representations of N-point

functions (n-pfls), thereby producing the W-T identities.  The functional

 

formulation will be reviewed briefly in Sec. Ill, where the procedure

I of deriving W-T identities will also be illustrated. In Sec. IV, W-T

identities and trace identities of n-pf's involving the energy-momentum

tensor, vector currents, and axial-vector currents are derived.   In

Sec. V, we discuss the general relations between W-T identities, con-

servation laws, and equal-time commutators.  Section VI is reserved for

concluding remarks.

In Appendix A, we derive two expressions of the generating functional

+
for a vector gluon interaction.  The Jacobians of the transformations
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of fields will be discussed in Appendix B.  The Feynman rules for the

energy-momentum tensor will be given in Appendix C.

11. GENERAL CONSERVATION LAWS

Assume that a system consisting of fields 9Q, a = 1,2, ··· n, is

described by a Lagrangian

2 (Cp ,  9    )a  a,B '

where

a

'11); 11 = IY 92(X).

The action integral is defined as usual by

' E f £ (cpa'  Ct ..) di'x. (2.1)
,P

We consider a variation of the fields

ma (x)   -* Fj(x)   + 69a(x), (2.2)

where

[]
6ePa(X)  = w [v] (x) Fa v  (cpo,(Pe,x)  +  afw[v] (x)Ga   [v] (epp,app,k)

(2.3)
[p] denotes a set of

indices 111' 112' 000 xm; w[v](x)  is an infinitesimal

tensor function vanishing on the 4-dimensional (infinite) boundary surface

together with its first m-th derivatives. In the following consideration

we need m = 2.  We also have from Eq. (2.3),
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6 (Pa   (x)   = (ur , (x)8 FIv]((r ,                        [v]
L v j p  a         B  (Fo,k)   +  aptuIvl  (x) Fa     (cpo, cpp, k)

+  311(u[ v] (x)B  GpI v] ((PB,(PAx)   +B a  wr   ,(x)G [v] (cp  ,(p      )pa
P  11   L VJ 0  B,k o

(2.4)

The corresponding variation of the action integral is

6  1      =     j'c14                 .       f -az     r [1 1]      *           az           a    F I 11]      -     a     (       3 2         F( 11])

X WIB]tama ra   . ama,1  1
a

k Bclk, 1
w, A

:

- B (-az GA[11] +...as kbA        .32  AbdB G   r",+  .3 3 C G   " ) 1.A ama a      ag     v a Apa,Fa. a
CE, V 'P

(2.5)

To show that Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) will lead to a conservation law, let

us rewrite Eq. (2.5)

6 1    =   .fd4x .w I 11]  (x)  {I£ ] maFa         +   ax ( [ £ ] (P a   Ga      1  ) 1 (2.6)
Ixl              X[LI,

where

32       82[2](P  = - -Ba -
acpa P 3(Pry

».,   P

is the Euler-Lagrange equation for 901.  Upon the use of the equations of

motion of cpa' 61 vanishes.  Hence the terms in the curly bracket of (2.5)

must lead to a conservation or partial conservation law.

In obtaining the above expression, partial integrations have been

freely used.  The quantity in the curly bracket of (2.5)  corresponds to the

divergence of a current density arising from the transformation (2.3).

In the following, we list various conservation laws which can be obtained

from (2.5).  Let us emphasize that the space-time coordinates are not trans-

formed in the present derivation of conservation laws.
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A.  The Euler-Lagrangian Equation

Ta ke

FIB1 - 6 (  a fixed index)
aB

Gk[»l = 0

then

7 4   .    82        826 1=j d x wix){--3(     )].                       (2.7)
ama            k. Bwa, X

B.  Canonical Energy-Momentum Tensor

4'l - a'.1'«

GAIB1 = 0

61 =- fd4x wv(x) BATXv                                (2.8)

where

B£
T   =        9 -g£ (2.9)

Av      Bopa  k    a, v      . Av
'                                                                                                       f                                                                                                       .,

is the canonical energy-momentum tensor.  Notice that

6% = (011(X) ax( a (x)

is actually the local variation of ga due to a coordinate dependent

11
translation.
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C.  Angular Momentum Tensor

Ffv = X11 avma - xvap'ma + (IP,v)a g 

GIF} = 0 (2.10)

where the spin tensor..E  . is given by .
1.1•V'

<    0   for scalar and pseudoscalar field
(I ) J l[v  v 1   for spin * field

B v a p        4,

11   T V' (18

9pn 9vP  - 9,6B 91:01  for spin  1 field. (2.11)

We obtain

61 = fd4x wfv(x) {BAM    +8 } (2.12)
X11 V              11 V    '

where

B£

Mkt,V = TAFxv - TAv'(11 - ag, 1 (Ep,v)apmB

82           as          8£                32

bp,v   =   2964 11   90, v   -   39(4  v  ma, 11   +   ama   (21.1,v Ote  FB   +   ama, 1     Bv  ae     0, k
(I ) 9

(2.13)

12
The Lorentz covariance requires as an identity

&  2 0, (2.14)
01 V

so that we recover the conservation of angular momentum from Eq. (2.12).
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Here again, we see that Eq. (2.10) is the local variation of the fields

due to a coordinate dependent homogeneous Lorentz transformation.

D.  Symmetric Energy-Momentum Tensor

In the conventional approach, the symmetric energy-momentum tensor

can not be derived from a space-time variation of the fields; it is

defined in terms of the Belinfante tensor,
13

GB =T + tax[ 32 (r )
3£  (31   )   9  +   3£ (E. )   c p] .

B v                    BY                                    3(P ,  A          % 4    9090     +     acpo'    B          \1 k    cP     B                a a     v          11 A     C©     B
U,

(2.15)

BIn order to prove that 0 is symmetric in B and v, equations of motion
Al V

have to be used since

98  _ 08  =_ [-af - 3   af ](E ) (2.16)
B v                 41                          3(Pa                 k

Np-, B v   ae   90 i
UL, A

after identity (2.14)  is used. Indeed, in spinor electrodynamics, for

instance, the expression of 98  calculated from Eq. (2.15) is not
11 V

symmetric in B and v, unless equations of motion are used to rearrange
Bsome of the terms. To  ma ke 9 explicitly symmetric, we defineFv

5   E *(98  + 08 ) = 98  + ir.32   .    82 1 (E  ) 0 (2.17)
56 V 11V \)11 pv   2,39a - Ok acp

11 v   ae  ' p
a, k

Bwhich is, needless to say, equal to 0  . We shall see that our variational
kl V

method generates the tensor 9  .  Consider the field variations
61 V

41,}      -    t'«,'

G [11] = 2%(EXP')  9FBI (2.18)
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It is easy to check that the corresponding variation of the action

integral is

6 1    =   -    fd4x  wx (x)     81 9 . (2.19)
kil

The variations of fields, Eq. (2.18), do not arise from a known space-

time transformation.  Still Eq. (2.19) does not determine the energy-

momentum tensor uniquely, it admits further modification by divergentless

symmetric tensors which do not contribute to the energy-momentum operator.

Therefore, we shall define our final form of energy momentum tensor to

be

9 =9 +X (2.20)
161    XB    XB

where X  . to be determined from the consideration of the trace of 9
AX'                                    ·                          AX'

satisfies the constraints:

XX   =X , a x = 0,
AX Bk k 11

and

3
F  X dx=0. (2.21)
3  OF

The last condition is needed to make sure that the energy-momentum vector

is still

P      =   fe        d 3 x   =    f  T         d 3x.11  011   3 011•
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E.  Trace of the Improved Energy-Momentum Tensor

We take

4,}   -  te'«

G I kil =
0 (2.22)

where da is the canonical dimension of 9 '

1   for bosons
da

2    for fermions. (2.23)

The variation (2.22) gives rise to the following change in the action

61  = - j',14x w(x)  {da   90: + da ap  1 ma,1 - daa  lap     ma) }
82            1, BE

''. a, k

(2.24)

The Lagrangian is a homogeneous expression of degree four except terms

which break the dilatation invariance.  Assuming that the only dimen-

sional coupling constants are the masses, we can write

(da+1) e    +d-3£           BS    = 42 - m -R
(2.25)ag  ,   Ta, 1       a  apa ma a am

u, A                                                              a

where m  is the mass of opa.  Substituting (2.25) into (2.24), we have

6 1  =  -  j'd4X U) (X) {6   +  BAV    + m -NL} (2.26)1   a am  'a

where 2 is the trace of 9 and
P               pv
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8£        32
V =d (E ) e (2.27)
X a Xga- acp t i k   ae    'B    0

B'pa,                                              a, B

14
Notice that O  = 9 11 from Eq. (2.17).  Vk is called a field virial,
and

0     for fields of spin * and 1

VX

319.9 for field of spin 0. (2.28)

for Lagrangians without derivative couplings in a renormalizable theory.

We shall restrict ourselves to the case (2.28).  We require that the

additional term in Eq. (2.20) satisfies

xx  = afv (2.29)
p            B

in order to obtain a proper trace relation for the improved energy-

momentum tensor, ie

B£
Q  + m a b m=0 0 (2.30)

a

Equations (2.29) and (2.21) determine X uniquely
AL V

0    for fields of spin j and 1

X    =
Bv

-  - (a 3 - gl.6V akax)(p2 for field of spin 0. (2.31)
U   B V

which satisfies the constraints listed in Eq. (2.21).  Thus finally, we

obtain
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epv= tv - (axav  ..gpv  akax) 92

where c=l for field of spin 0 and c=0 for. fields of spin 12 and 1.

0   is the improved energy-momentum tensor. 9

kLV

F.   Internal Symmetry Transformation

The variations of fields defined in Eqs. (2.2 - 2.4) can be applied

to the cases of internal symmetry transformations.  They are a generaliz-

10ation of the transformation proposed by Gell-Mann and L6vy,   which

X [AL ]
corresponds to Ga    - 0 in Eq. (2.3).  In more general cases, however,

gauge transformations contain the
Ga

term.  (See, for example, theA[ 51]

discussion of Gasiorowicz and Geffen15 on the Gauge transformation of

chiral Lagrangians containing vector and axial-vector fields.) In the

X[w]present paper, we will restrict ourselves to the case of
Ga

= 0  and

will discuss it.in Sec. Ill.

111. FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION FORMULATION OF QUANTUM FIELD-THEORY

In this section, we review briefly the functional integration

formulation of quantum field-theory.  For definiteness, let us take an

SU(3) symmetric model containing a triplet quark field 4(x) of mass m

interacting with a singlet vector gluon
field BH(x) of mass M, for which

we have a Lagrangian

2 = *$(x) (iy'1311 - m)111(x)  + *(-  1811 (x)y'1 - Ini(x))lit(x)

\         -  8  (x)811\1(x) + i  811(x)B'1(x)AL V

_  94(x) Y'10(x)811(x) (3.1)
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with

B  (x) -88(x) -38(x).
AL V B V \) B

The derivation discussed ih Eqs. (2.15 - 2.32) gives (note that 9 =9
BV PV

in the present case)

9    (x)  - 4*[0(x)y  a    *(x)   -  avi(X)yx*(X)  + 11  *.« ylpv pv

-B.(x)8 11.(x) - *(BXB  (x) Bv(x).+ 11. - v) -g  Z    (3.2)PA    V           1%                     By

and by making use of equations of motion, we can prove the trace relation

GB(x)   =  9 (x)  E  m (x) 4 (x)   -  M2  8 (x)   BB (x) ( 3.3)

which is just (2.30).  For later use we list the SU(3) currents, vector,

axial-vector, scalar, and pseudoscalar, in this model

k

V (x)   =,i(x) 911  -,2    4 (x) (3.4a)

X

A:(x) = $(x)yp'Y5 2 4(x) (3.4b)

ka
sa (x)    =   *(x)    T   '11 (x) (3.4c)

X

pa (x) = 0(x) iY5 2  4(x) (3.4d)

where ka 'a=0,1,2· · ·8, are the Gell-Mann matrices.

In the functional integration formulation,  the vacuum expectation
4

value of a time-ordered product of n functions of fields, 01 (x1),

Qn (xn) is given by the following functional integral
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<T-'(Ql (xl )   '   '   '   Qn(xn) ) )0

EN-1.j';91'Ig.*ABILQ,(x')... Qn(xn) e   ,                (3.5)i I

where I is the action integral defined in Eq. (2.1) with £ given by Eq.

(3.1):  N is defined by

N   E   j'  8,10#981, e (3.6)
i I

and gives the vacuum amplitude.  In Eq. (3.5), Qi(x) on the left-hand

side represents a function of the fields as Heisenberg operators, while

on the right-hand side it represents the same.function of the fields as

"

integration variables.  The T  symbol has dual meanings.  First, it

*                             16means  the T -product of Koba and Nishij ima, in which derivatives of

operators inside a T-product are defined in terms of the dipole formula,

i.e.

<T*,(aw*(x)av$ Cy)  ·  ·  ·)>0   _f,-av <T(14·(x)$(y)  ·  ·  ·)>0       (3·7)
Bxp By

This follows directly from the definition of the n-pf in terms of the

functional integration (3.5).  The symbol T  stands also for covariantized

T-product as in the case of the vector meson propagator.  Notice that

any S-matrix element can be expressed in terms of a functional integral

of the form (3.5), if we take Qi(x)'s as asymptotic, in- or out-

fields.

In practical calculations, (3.5) can be evaluated by means of a

generating functional defined as
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Z[n,n, J"l' - N-1 f,998*BB'*

·e i 1 + ifd4x[9(x)9(x) + 2,(x)*(x) - JB(x)B (x)]

(3.8)

where 7(x), n(x) and J (x) are external sources for the spinor and vector

meson fields; and r,(x), 71(x), *(x) and 4(x) anticommute with each other.

Then

<T"(4(x)*(y)B (z) · · ,)>0

= (T)1 3   3       8       8     . . . z[n,n, J ]  
38(x) 27(y) BJB(z) '77=K=JA =0.

(3.9)

Explicit forms of the generating functional will be derived in Appendix A.

Let us derive an axial-vector W-T identity making use of the

formulation of the functional integration.  This serves as an illustration

of the procedure which will be used over and over·again in Sec. IV.  We

consider the transformations of fields

k

41(x)  --9 (1·+  iw (x)' 5Ea) IICX)

Aa

4(x)  -9 4(x)   (1  +  iw (x)Y5  2)

BLL(x) «Bki(x). (3.10)

It is easy to show that under.the change of variables (3.10),

p4
1 0 1 + jd x w(x)[BFA (x) - 2m pa(x)] + 0(w2(x)). (3.11)
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For definiteness, let us derive the axial-vector W-T identity for the

AVV vertex. Consider

<T (Vb(y)Vc(z))> = N-1 .i'f4& 98  Vb(y)Vc(z)eil. (3.12)

Changing the integration variables in Eq. (3.12).according to (3.10),

the value of (3.12) is not changed as leng as the integral exists, and

we obtain

N-1 fS*A*AB [Vb(y) + fabdu)(y) Ad(y)]

IVc(z) + f   u,(z) Ad(z)] ei 1 +i j'd4XW (X) [BIA (x) - 2mpa(x)]
v ·acd V

+  0 (02(x))  = i ndependent  of w (x), ( 3.13)

where the Jacobian of the transformation (3.10) is unity (see Appendix C).

D.i fferentiating (3.13) with respect to w (z) and setting w(z) to zero, we

obtain

-l0=N j'9,1,9 88 {f    Ad(y)Vc(z)64(y -x) + ficd Vb(y)Ad(z)6(z - x)B abd

+ i V (y) V (z)[BAA (x) - 2m pa (x)]] eli . (3.14)

In the conventional notation this is

aa-  <T"(Al(x)\/b(y)Vc(z))>0  =  2rn  <T#(pa(x)Vb(y)Vc(z) 
11           Vk

+ if bd <T"(Ad(y)Vv(z))>0 64(y-x) + if cd <T"(Vb(y)Ad(z))>0 64(z-x).

(3.15)

This is just the naive axial-vector W-T identity for the AVV vertex.
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With Eqs. (3.9) and Eq. (A. 16) or (A.24), a perturbathon expansion can

be obtained for. an n-pf. The result is identical to that of the conven-

tional approach. In the following we give a brief consideration of a

regularization scheme to eliminate divergences of the theory.  We shall

follow the scheme of Pauli-Villars-Gupta.17  In addition to the physical

spinor fields 4 and 4 and the vector fields B . we introduce one auxiliaryW.

vector field B  of mass MR and n auxiliary fermion fields *1' 42' . 0 0' Wn

of mass ml " m2'     '' mn respectively.  We denote the physical spinor

field and its mass by 4  and m .  In the end, MR and m.1=1,2, ... .n,1'

go to infinity.  The Lagrangian is

n

£(x)  =  *E  {01(x)(i%  -  ml) 1111(x)   +  41(x)(    -   ij-  m)*L(x) ]
4=0

- tB  (x)Buv(x) + *M2Bu(x)BU(x) - iBRv(x)BR(x)#vU V

n
RK, ,

+ *MR B (x)  B   (x)  -.g E *1(x)7x 1111(x) (Bu(x)  + BR(x) ) (3.16)
1=O

+ Ii:tjaCK) ro:(x)

R,where B  (x) is defined similar to B  (x) (see Eq. (3.1)).
UV U V

j (x), with a representing the internal symmetry and Lorentz tensor indices,

represent Su(3) currents, energy-momentum tensor, and its trace, their

explicit expressions are given previously in this section.  Now, they con-

tain also the regulator field, for example, the vector current, etc., are

-n   X
ja(x) =  E  41(x) 7M 2  *1(x)

1=0

etc.  I*(x) are external currents having the same tensorial properties as
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those of ja(x).  Unlike the conventional approach in which signs of the

terms involving a certain regulator fields are opposite to that of the

physical fields, their signs in Eq. (3.lb) are the same.  This allows

us to introduce a small negative imaginary part to all masses involved

in order to obtain the Feynman Propagators and maintain the convergence

of the functional integral.  The regularization can be achieved by

requiring a certain regulator fields $  to be commuting fields rather

than anti-commuting fields.  This corresponds to requiring those fields

to satisfy Bose statistics in the quantized field version.  F.ollowing,

17
Lee,   we assign signature factors Cl = +1 (-1) to an anti-commuting

(communting) fermion fields.  m ' Cl' and n are chosen to satisfy

n

S   C.t. mI =
0 a=0,1,2 (3.17)

t=O

C   =1
0

but otherwise unspecified.  We write the generating functional

z[TI,:ii,JU,Isr]     =    N-1't'111,":..iin'J,l.1   -   0   j'L  o 91'141;98&,SB     el 6d4x£(x)

.  i E j'dL'xI nt(x)*1(x) + te,(x)711(x)]
1=O

e

- i.fdl+x[JB(x)B (x) J 11(x)BR(x)]
e

i   .1.d4*rot (x) ja (x) (3.18)

e

where M E TII and F E 110; Tlt and Tlf are taken to be anti-commuting (camluting),  if
the signature factor of the corresponding field is· Cl = + 1  (CL = - 1).
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Notice that the auxiliary vector meson field couples to the external

source through an imaginary coupling relative to that of the vector

meson field itself.  This may look to destroy the very existence of

the functional integration in (3.17), but it actually does not do so.

For in order to obtain Feynmann rules, we have to assign small negative

imaginary parts to all masses in the Lagrangian (see Appendix A), which

in turn gives a negative real part ef(B B# + B BRA  dx in the exponents

ij'£1(x)dL'x, providing a convergent factor to the integrand of the

functional integration.  Since this term is quadratic in B , it dominates

over  the  1 i near coupling  term  J BB. [The above argument shows  that  BO

must be treated as an imaginary integration variable.]   In Appendix A,

we shall derive an explicit form for the generating functional (3.18).

IV. WARD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITIES AND TRACE RELATIONS

Derivation of W-T identities and trace relations in the functional

integration method is straight-forward once the transformation of fields

described in Sec. 11 are used as change of integration variables and the

Jacobiansof the transformations are obtained. The simplicity of the

present approach is due to the fact that the use of equations of motion

and equal time commutation relations which are essential in the conven:

tional method can be avoided.  The essential steps for deriving W-T

identities have already been illustrated in Sec. 111 and in  Popov
4                           5and Faddeev and Lee and Zinn-Justin.
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A.  Current W-T Identities

By current W-T identity, we mean those with respect to the currents

*
e. g.

b/            b8 - <T" (j' (x) 9  (z) j  ( yl ) ' ' ' jvn(yn) )   (4.1)

11  Ap vl   n
b.

where jv' (xi), i =1,2, · · ·n, are vector, axial-vector, scalar, or

pseudoscalar currents; bi are SU(3) indices; vi represents the Lorentz

indices in the case of vector and axial-vector currents. The forms of

the currents are given in Eqs. (3.4a - d).  Our starting point is

the n+1-p f defined by

bl             b

<T"(9  (z) jvl(Yl) "' jvn(yn))>kp n

b/             b

E N-1 .1.':91'STAB%[9   (z) jvl(yl)  '  '  ' jvr'(yn)]ei 1 0 (4.2)
kp n

Axial-Vector W-T Identities. Here

<(x) = A:(x).

We consider the change of variables (3.10) in (4.2)

b,             b

N-1 j'**AQWABAL[0  (z) i ' (yl) 0 0 0 jvn(yn)]e
i I

Ap 'vl    n

bl         bl
= N-1 S.90498,1[(9   (z) +6 9   (z))(jv. (yi)  + 6-i.. (yi)) .Ap      - Ap                 vl

bb
Clwn(yn) + 6jvn(yn))ei 1 + ibl], (4.3)

n              n

where the Jacobian of the transformation is unity and to the first order

in w (x), the variations 61, etc. are
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61     d4x w(x)[BkiA (x) - 2m pa(x)]

6Ab(x)  w(x) f  Vc(x)abc  v

bOv (x)  w (x) f  ·Ac (x)
v            abc  v

O s b (x)           w  (x) d pc (X,
abc

b                                   SC (X)6P (x) -   w(x)     dabc

69    (x)     g    [BAW(x)A (x)  + 2m w (4) pa(x)]
ELV il V

- *[3 w(x)AQ(x) + Bvw(x)A (x)]. (4.4)

Since the left-hand side of Eq. (4.3) is independent of w (x), we obtain

after differentiating it with respect to w(x) and setting w(x) =0

-10=N j' 194,498 6{[(-*(A (z)8 8(z-x) + Aa (z)Bx6(z-x))

b1             b+g  (A (z)3116(z -x) +2 m pa(z)6(z -x)) j., (Yl) I I I jvn(Yn)1Ap            . vl    n

/ Ac    (x)\

fabic   :i   
b 1                                        

                               Vvi  (x)

+
, + IG (z)1

( 1) 6(Yi -X)Ap vi.

C pccx,)

dab.ic    - sc(x) 
L.

b

lv CYn)1 +
o (4.5)

n

bl               n    ,  iI
b

+ i[BUAua(x) - 2m pa(x)] jvl Cyl) ·.0 0 jvn(Yn) J e
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biThe four cases in the second term correspond to jv. being a vector, an

axial-vector, a scalar, or a pseudoscalar current.  Eq. (4.5) leads to

the W-T identity

b,            b

_iax- <T*(A (x)9 (z) j '(yl) · · · jvr'(Vn)) 0Ap vl   n11

b,            b
= - 2mi<T*(pa(x)9  (z)j '(y ) · · · jvn(yn))>0Ap vi 1 n

-  COTAG  +  8(6T  -  29kp9Ta)  ._37  6(z - x)·<T" (Aaa(z) j-,1 (Yl)   '   0   'jvn(yn)) >0p-X   "pA az                      vi              n

*       bl             b+ 2mo(z -x)9  <T (Pa(z)j  (yl) "' jun(Yn)  o +"Ap      .   vl              n
P- -

t't't)

fabic      t .:1,)}.. 41                            b
+    6(Yi   -x) <T* (0         (z)  i         (9 1)     ·     ·

·

.   .   .  l v   ( n) )  0
,                                           A p               v i                                                                                       pc (x)                                     n

dabic    - Sc (x -
(4.6)

When calculated according to Eq. (3.9) in a perturbation expansion,

Eq.  (4.6) contains totally connected parts as· well disconnected ones

involving products of two or more totally connected m-point function,

m E n.  Therefore, Eq. (4.6) contains the W-T identities of the totally
.
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connected (n +2)-point function, (n +1)-point function, etc.   This

decomposition occurs in the conventional approach as a result of the

Wick theorem. It is easy to convince oneself that the W-T identities of

these connected (n +2)-pf, (n +1)-pf, etc. are satisfied individually.

Therefore, we consider the W-T identity of an n-pf to contain only

totally connectud parts for all the terms in.volved.

Vector W-T Identities. The transformations for vector W-T

identities are

X

11(x) -* (1 + iw(x) -2 )11(x)
k

i(x) -> *(x)(1  - iw (x)  -2 )

B (x)   -+ B (x) (4.7)

which lead to the following variations.to first order in w(x).

0 4
61 =j d xw (x) 811v (x)

6jb(x) = w(x) fabc j (x)
(4.8)

60XP(x)= -1[apw(X)Vj(X) + Biw(x)v (x)] + gx apw(x)v (x)

where j (x) is .any of the four currentk. Again the Jacobian of the

transformations (4.7) is unity and we obtain the W-T identity
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3        6                           b,                          b
-i  - <T"(va(X)9  (.z) j '(y ) " ' jvn(y ))>11 Ap vii n o

B                                                                         n

= - 11 (6106I + 6 6  - 29xp90·r  8 3 6(z -x)·<T*(Va (x) jv'(Yl) I I I jvn(yn   o

bl                           b

+"'+.fabic<T"(exp(z)jvl(yl) . . . j vi(yi) . . . jv ( n)) 0 6(Yi -x)
+.. (4.9)

B.  Energy-Momentum Tensor W-T Identity

We consider

bl             b

5  <T"(O  (z)j·vl (21) ' ' ' jvn(yn))  00 (4.10)
1     Ap n

The transformation of the field variables are, according to (2.18)

9(x) -v (1· + wk(x)31 + i  BiP(x)[yx,yp])111(x)

4(x) -+ Ii-(x)(1 + Tiwk(x) -   BAWB(x)[Yx,Yp])

8 1(x) -:(g   + .9 wk(x)ax + lakwB[g  g   -g  q ])8\1(x) (4.11)BV ILV AB pv X v- pki

for which the Jacobian is unity (see Appendix C).  Transformations .(4.11)

generate the following variations.

61 (x) = wk(x)BAj (x) +   BAWF(x) (E ) ja(x)v (4.12 a)
Ap p.v

for the four types of currents; where
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- g  g   for vector and axial-vector currentsgkp,gpv kv px

(E  )
A p   11 V

0     for scalar and pseudoscalar currents.

Making variable change (4.11) in the following n-pf

N-1 j'1944&806[j   (yl)  . . . j n(yn)]e (4.13)i I

n

we obtain, by the same procedure described in deriving the current W-T

identity,

b

i--.L <T*(e  (x) jvl(yl) ' ' ' jvn(Yn)) 0
3xx      AP                   n

C

= . . . + [6 ,16(x-y·) _-a  +*(E  )  Ti(-8  6(y.-x))] ·
i ByiP Ap vi   ayix    '

bb
<T" (1 -wl (yl)    '    0   j T : Cy i )    '    '   j vn (yn) ) J  +   '    "  '
lin

(4.14)

C.  Trace Identity

We apply to the n-pf, Eq. (4.13), the transformation (2.22), i.e.
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* (x)     -+   (1     +    3/2   w  (x) )  4(x)

 (x) + (1 + 3/2 w(x))$(x)

8 1(x) 1 (1 + 8 (x))811(x) (4.15)

which induce the variations

61 (x) = 3 1%(x)

for the four types of currents; and

61 -- S d4x [9 (x) - 9(x)]w(x)

where OB(x) and 0(x) are given by Ecls. (3.2) and (3.3) respectively.
!1

Let us denote the Jacobian of the transformations (4.15) by J(w)

J  (w )     E    J* (w)     JIi (w)     J B (U) )
3 (4.16)

where Jt(x), etc. are the Jacobians of the transformations for 9 etc.

The n-pf (4.14) becomes

-1 n           bl         bl               b          bJ((i))N.  j19*BidgB,,[(j- (yl) + 6j" (Yl)) "' Cjvn( n) + 6jvn(Vn))1 0p vl  vl    n   n

il + i61 (4.17)·e

Differentiating it with respect to w(x) and setting w(x) = 0, we obtain
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OJ(W),                                           i I
0 - 81)(x) 10)(x) =ON-1 .1.st"St*BAL[jvl(yi) 0    0 jv Cyn)]e

D

+ . . . + , N-1 .1.:911419BBIJvl (yl) . . . 3jv'(yi)         jvn(yn)]ei'6(yi -x)
n

+ . . .

-i j'*4®9811[jtl (yl)  0  0  0 jbvn (Yn) (e (x). - 9(x))]e . (4.18)i I

In the above expression,.we have used J(0) = 1.  Take first n = 0, we

obtain

6.J (w)  -  i<T-"-(9 (x)  -  0(x)·)·>0 -0.                                          (4.19)6(u(x)

Notice that the second term does not vanish in spite of the trace relation

(3.3). Thisis
because that @ (x) - 9(x), bilinear in fields, is

defined by the functional integration as their T -products which in

turn, dictates that derivatives be outside the T-product.  Thus the

equations of motion do not apply directly on fields inside the T-product

and hence Eq. (3.3) can not be used. In Appendix B,.we shall prove

(4.19) by an explicit evaluation.  For n greater than zero; we separate

successively disconnected parts with the aid of (4.19), we obtain finally

the trace identity

b

gAP<T-"'(9 (x) jvl(yl) "' jvn( n)) 0
Xp n

bb
= <T-'-(9(x)jv:(yl) "' jvn(Vn)) 0

n

bb
- 3i[64(yl -x)  + . . . . + 64(yn - x)] <T"(jvl (yl)  "' jvn(Yn)) 0

n

(4.20)

Ward-Takahashi identities with respect to currents and involving the trace

of the energy-momentum tensor can be obtained easily,  We shall not list

them here.
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Although. all the relations derived so far in this section are in

terms of the vacuum expectation values, they are valid between any

physical states.  This is because that any number of the j (x)'s can
be substituted by asympototic fields at |xo| + co;  thus the vacuum

expectation values are converted into matrix elements between physical

states.  Detailed argument. of this type will be given in Sec. V.

A few examples of the W-T identities and trace identities which

8have been derived from quite different methods in the literature  are

listed below. Let

1 8

J 1(X) = v3(x) +43 vlitx)

be the electromagnetic current.  From (4.9), (4.14), and (4.20) we

obtain respectively

i -L{T*(9  (x) J. Cy)1
By      Ap     B

11

= *J0(x)[g   --8  + 9   -21 - 29 -1-16(x-y), (4.21)AG ax
AP BxcP    pa axA

i --B   {T" (9     (x) J66(y) }ax      kp
k

= 1{2911v6(y -x) a p + (gAP,gpv - gkvg px) aa- 8(y -x)}Jv(y),
X

(4.22)

and

g"P{T"(0 (x)J (y))]Xp

= T-- (0 (x) J 1 (y) ) - 3 i 6 (x - y) J  (y ) . (4.23)
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We shall also give the following two relations between the energy-

momentum tensor and the fermion fields

i   -.81   { T"'(9          (x)  Wa C Y)4 0(z) }Bx Xp

= [6(y-x)--a. + 6(z-x) --8.Z]{T"(1'aCY)Ii,(z))]
By" azy

+  fT (*a' CY) 013' (z))1{ [YA'Yplcot, 6    --L 6(y - x)
Be, ayx

- [YA'Yple,B 6(: ct, aza  6(z -x)} (4.24)

and

igAP{T-"'(9  (x)9(y)$(z))1
XP

.= iT*(9(x)$(y)$(z)) +  {T*(4(y)*(z))]{6(y-x) + 6(z-x)}.
(4.25)

Using the Feynman rules given in Appendix C, we have checked that, to

the lowest (zeroth) order in the spinor-gluon coupling constant, all

the W-T identities, (4.6), (4.9), (4.14), (4.21), (4.23), and (4.24),
and the trace identities, (4.20) and (4.25), are satisfied naively.

By "naively," we mean this, in evaluating the loop integrations we have

freely shifted the origin of the integration variables, ignoring the

surface terms due to the shift.  We shall comment on this again in Sec.

VI.
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V.  DERIVATION OF CONSERVATION LAWS AND COMMUTATION RELATIONS

FROM W-T IDENTITIES

In the derivation of W-T identities using conventional method,

relevent conservation  (or part ial conservation)  laws and equal  time

commutators, as operator relations, are needed.  The present method

does not resort to this intermediate knowledge, although we did use the

same field transformations which give  conservation laws from the action

principle (see Sec. Ill). Two questions arise naturally in the con-

struction of a field-theory soley using the functional integration

method:  (1) Do conservation laws follow from W-T identities?  (2) Are

equal-time commutators among currents and fields derivable from W-T

identities?  The second question is meaningful only when the equality

is assumed between the n-point functional integral, in which fields are

simply c-number integration variables, and the operator n-pf as expressed

in Eq. (3.5). In the following, we give a brief consideration to the

above questions, for which we have positive answers.

To illustrate, let us deduce BB@  (x) = 0.  Consider (4.24), we obtain
Li V

for finite x ,
11'

lim   -L <T*(9  (x)*(y)4(z))>ax      Ap
k

y o  -D 00

Z       -4 -  CO
0

= ·tim   <T"( 8  exp(x)$(y)$(z))> = 0.                 (5.1)
y   »Co0

ZO--* - CO

The seagull terms which covariantize the T-product do not contribute in

the above limit, since they contain at least one 6-function involving the
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18the arguments of two of the operators in the T-product. If there are

more than three operators, the passing to the limit of infinite times

can be carried out successively, so that none of the 6-functions in the

time coordinates will survive.  Eq. (5.1) is simply the matrix element of

1                                                                    ·3 0  (x) between one fermion states.  We can generalize Eq. (5.1) to morekp

general cases and deduce the following relation

<n, out aueuv(x) *ni, in> =
0 (5.2)

for arbitrary |.n, out) and |n',in>.  Clearly (5.2) is equivalent to·the

usual statement of the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor as an

operator equation.

The derivation of equal-time commutation relations is slightly more

involved.  Let us first consider a simple case, the equal-time commutator

between the time component of a vector or axial-vector current and an

arbitrary component of one of the four types of current.  Let us take a

current W-T identity similar to (4.10) without the energy-momentum tensor

r     4
- i a.ax&i T"(V (x)j (y)) = fabcjv(y)6 (y - x),                 (5.3)

where j (y) represents one of the four currents.  This relation holds

between any physical state as explained above. Further, the conservaticn

of vector current BUV (x) = 0 follows by letting yQ -• oo and xu arbitrary

but finite.  We obtain immediately

6(xo-yo)[V (x), j (y)] = ifabcj Cy)64(y .- x) + Schwinger term.

The Schwinger term can not be determined in the present approach; it is

intimately related to the seqgull term which covariantizes the T-product.
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We can also derive the canonical equal-time commutator of the fermion

fields. Let us consider19

N- 1    j    Allte ABI.,$(y) e (5.4)
i I

and make the field transformations which generate the equation of motion

for 9(x)

* (X)     -9  0 (X)

9(x) -* F(x) + w(x)

B    (x)    -+  B . (5.5)
11                F

Then, the variation of the action integral is

61 = fdz'x 6(x)[iy'1ap -m- gyBBB(x)] 4 ·(x). (5.6)

Substituting (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.4) and using the fact that the

Jacobian for the transformation (5.5) is one, we obtain

- i <T-(i,/1 -- 1-m- gy,1811(x))1,(x)*(y))>o = 64(y-x).   .(5.7)
BX

Taking yo -*- and xI1 finite,we obtain

(iy 8  -m- gy B (x)) 4 (x)
=0 (5.8)

between the vacuum and one fermion state.  Again one can obtain Eq. (5.8)

between any physical states; it is, needless to say, the equation of

motion of 9(x).  Now, using Eq. (5.8) as an identity in Eq. (5.7), we get
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[yo*(x),0(y)]  6(xo-yo) = 64(x-y) (5.9)

which is the familiar canonical equal-time commutator.  The equal-time

commutator of the vector meson field can be derived in a similar way.

Consider the variation of fields

* (X) . -+ 4 (X),

I (X   »i(X)

B (x) -,B (x) + w (x) (5.10)
11

which give rise to a variation of the action integral:

61 = fd4xwx(x){[g  (apa  + M2) -B a ]Bv(x) - gi(x)yx*(x)}BV P AV

(5.11)

Substituting (5.10) and (5.11) into the following integral

N- 1 f Si,;9IiABI,Bk (Y) e l l, (5.12)

we obtain, after differentiation with respect to w (x),

<T*({[g  (803 + M2) - 3 3 ]BV(x) -·9*(x)YB* (x) }81(y))>oBV P pv

4=  i g    6 (X-Y) . (5.13)
BX

An immediate consequence of (5.13) is the equation of motion of B (x)

[g  (apap + M2) -a a ]Bv(x) - 9*(x)yp*(x) =0. (5.14)
BV pv
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We differentiate (5.13) to obtain

<T"({M23118,1(x) - 921 (Ii(x)y'19(x))]Bk(Y)>o = iakd4(x-y). (5.15)

The second term in the left-hand side vanishes as can be proved easily

by making a gauge transformation of the fermion fields. It gives the

conservation of the current 4(x)y 14(x) and the vanishing of the equal-

time commutator [4(X) yo$(x), 81(Y)lx =y
Equation (5.15) then becomes

0   '0

<T"(3"811(x)81(y))> = -2 BA64(x - y) (5.16)
M

which gives

BBB · (x) = 0
11

which is the subsidiary.condition; and for X k, k = 1, 2, 3

[B (x), Bk(Y)]x = . 4 a. Ax.Y) 0 (5.17)
0   YO   ML  K

Two expressions are obtained from (5.13) by the use of Eq. (5.14) for

# =1=1,2,3 and k=k,

6(xo -yo)[ac,81(x) - 31Bo(x), Bk(Y)] + 30{15(xo - yo)[BL(x),Bk(y)]}

4
=    i glka    (x -y); (5.18)

6(xo-yo)[9'·1(x), Bk(Y)] - 0. (5.19)

With the assumption that [81(x),Bk(Y)lx =v contains 6-function and
0  '0
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and its finite derivatives, one can see that the above equation is

equivalent to

[Bl(x),Bk(Y)] = 0   (t, k = 1, 2, 3) (5.20)

which must hold if 81' 1 = 1, 2, 3, are independent field variables.

Substituting (5.20) into (5.18), we obtain

[Bo81(x) - a.[.Bo(x), Bk(y)1 x0 - yo = iglk63(x - y). (5.21)

VI. CONCLUSION

The derivation of general conservation laws is formulated in terms

of a local variational method, in which the improved energy-momentum

tensor of Callen-Coleman-Jackiw9 is derived.  Applying the same trans-

formations of the field variables  to the functional integration as changes

of integration variables, we derive W-T identities involving the energy-

momentum tensor, its trace, and the SU(3) X SU(3) currents.  The frame-

work of the derivation is a vector gluon model containing spin   quark

fields and a massive unitary singlet vector meson.  Using the Feynman

rules for the energy-momentum tensor described in Appendix C, we have

checked that the W-T identities and the trace relations derived in Sec. IV

are satisfied naively (to the lowest (zeroth) order of the spinor-gluon

coupling constant).  Undoubtly, some of the W-T identities and trace

identities cannot be satisfied in the explicit  calculation when surface

terms due to the shift of origin of the integration variables are taken

20
into account.  This is analogous with the well-known triangle and the gen-

21                21
eral  anomalies of W-T identities involving currents. Brown      el  al·,
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have obtained two sets of miminal solutions for the W-T identity

anomalies of SU(3) X SU(3) currents; hopefully, by requiring a minimal

set of solutions for the W-T identities involving. energy-momentum tensor,

a unique set of the solutions of Brown et a.l. will emerge.  This can be

readily investigated by means of the regularization scheme outlined in

Sec. 111 and Appendix A.  Work on this is in progress.

We also demonstrated that starting from a W-T identity, one can

derive the corresponding conservation laws and appropriate equal-

time commutation relations. This leads us to the conclusion that the

functional integration approach is completely equivalent to the conventional

approach.

The virtue of the functional integration approach lies in the follow-

ing facts: (1) It renders the derivation of W-T identities straight-

forward. Information of the equal time commutation relations which is

indispensable in the conventional approach is unnecessary.  The variations

of field variables and the corresponding W-T identities discussed in Sec.

11 I and IV have covered most of the interesting cases. Other W-T identities

can be derive8 easily once the corresponding variations of the field

variables are found.  (2) The functional integration defines covariant

T -products and leads to consistent Feynman rules. As an illustration,

let us consider the energy-mementum tensor of a free fermion theory.

One may write

9  (x) =  ·[*(x)y B *(x) - .avT(x), 4(x) + x €--4 v] (6.1)
li V p v

k.1,          .'

by dropping the -g  £ term, since the equations of motion implies that
61 V

£= 0.  Then the Feynman rule for the G -9-9 vertex becomes
Li V
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t[yf(p +q)v + Yv(P+q)Fl' (6.2)

where p and q are respectively the momenta of the outgoing and incoming

fermions, instead of the rule derived in Appendix C, Eq. (C. 1).  Obviously

(6.2) does not satisfy (4.25) and (4.26).  Nevertheless, the W-T

identities and trace relations are also changed due to the omission of

the term. -g  Z.  The changes can be easily arrived by means of the
AL V

following identity which holds for a free fermion Lagrangian

<T--(£(x).4(yl)  0 0 Ii(yn))  0 -  1 16(Yl-x)<T--(9(yl) ··· 4(yn)) 0 0

This follows from the field transformation

*(X) -# (1 + U)(X))2(X), 4(X) -* (1 + W(X))4(X)

and an analysis of the Jacobian of the transformation similar to that

described in Appendix B.  The right-hand sides of Eqs. (4.24) and

(4.25), for examples, are adding, respectively, with the terms

,3 4
- 2 3-xp- [6 (y-x) + 64(z-x)]<T"(PaCY) Iip(z))>0

and

- 2[64(y -x) + 84(z -x)]  <T-'-(*aCy) 40(z))>0

By these modifications, (4.25) and (4.26) are satisfied indeed with the

Feynman rule (6.2).
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF GENERATING FUNCTION

In this appendix, we derive the generating functional  for the Lagrangian

(3.1).  The generating functional  is defined as

-1                i 1+ ij'd4)([9(x),1,(x) +4(x)77(x) -JB(x)8&1(x)]
z [71,9, JB] E N  .1.s'11*BBB e

(A. 1)

where N is given in Eq. (3.6) and 17, M, 9 and i are anti-commuting

C-numbers, i.e.

{77,El = {71,01 = {17,I ] = . . . =0.

We rewrite the term in the exponent,

ei I  +  ij'dz'x[7(x) 4(x) +4(x)71(x)  - J'1(x)BAL(x)]

ifdlix[4(x)D(x,  --5.-)4(x)]  +  ij'dl'x[Ii(x)71(x) +n(x)41(x)]
6JB= e

ij'd4x* 8%(x)K    (x)Bv(x)   -   ij'd4xJ!1 (x)8 (x), (A.2)Fv·e

where
1

D (x,  -6-)   =  ly"B    -  m  -   i gy" 6
(A. 3a)

6JB               11                       6JB (X)

K  (x) = (axa  + M2) -3 3 . (A. 3b)
ilv 9Bv x Bv

Partial integration is used to obtain (A.2).  Let us change the variables

of integration
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B (x) -48 (x) + ED .(x,y)Jv(y)d4y3, pv

1,(x)    -4   4(x)      -   j'S F(x,y;.  .-8„) 11(y) d.'+Y
6JP

4(x)   -*  *(x)    -   .Fi(y)SFCY'x;  177) dl'y
(A.4)

6JF

with

g\'v'K. (x)D . (x,y)= gp,k64(x-y) (A5·a)PV   V'X

D  (x,            6           ) s"(x, y ;    _.5)     =64(x.y) . (A5·b )
6JB (X)    r.   .      6J61

The solutions of (A.5) are

1  4     ,   (k k /M2 - gvx)4 V X e-ikfx-y)Dvk (x,y)    =.  (IA)       j' d   x   .       2 2 (A6.a)
k -M +16

SF(x,y; _.6..) = SF(x,y) - j'dz SF(x,z)[ -igy11 6 ]SC(z,y; -6.)
6JP 6JF(z)  '       6JB

(A6. b)

1    4        ,.      -i p(x-y)
SF (x,y)  = (FA)   j' d„p e4 (A6.c)-m+ie

Substituting (A.·4) into (A. 1) and (A.2), we obtain

+.ij'dz*x[*(x)D(x, 6/6JB(x))1,(x) + *BA(x)k   (x)B\'(x)]
z [71'n, JF] = N-1 .1,1)019 9811

e BV

- i.1 9i(x) SF(x,y;  6/6JB)71(y)dxdy    -  ]dxdy JB(x). D    (x,y)Jv(y).
e                                      e BV

(A. 7)
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To evaluate N, we write

lim n il- ifd4x jB(x) 811(x)
N  =              j 19$49811  e                                                                                    (A. 8)

j 11 -00

Repeat the same argument, we obtain

i j'dz'x[*(x)D(x, 6/6jf)$(x) +12811(x)K  (x)Bv(x)]
N   =   t i m       f 19 'ISTAB    e                                                                                                             BV

j B  -40

-  fdxdyjB(x)D (x,y)jv(y) (A.9)
KLV.e

We see from Eqs. (A. 7) and (A.9) that the vector meson field can be

divided out from the numerator and the denominator of z[n,n,J ].  It

remains to evaluate the following integral

i.f   d4x W (x) D  (x,  CAL)  111  (X)Z[ CB] = .1' spigii e                                        (A. 10)
22

We shall follow Schwinger's approach.

6 tn z [C'1] = z[cf]-1 j ,99,9Ii·*(x)gy'l 4(x) elj'd4yi(y)D(y, Cl.')0(y)
6 1(X 

=     -      i  g   Tr    [y     S      (x,x;  (11)] . (A. 11)BF

Then

.r
61n Z[(11] = - ig j'dz'x 6(11(x)TrIY SF(x,x;Cli)]. (A. 12)
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Symbolically the solution of SF(x,y;C )(see (A.6b)) is

SF(CB) = (1 - igSFYBCB)-1 SF . (A. 13)

We obtain

61nZ[c'1] = Tr.[6(1 - igSFYILCB)(1 - igSFYBC 1)-11 (A. 14)

where the trace is taken with respect to the spinor indices as well as the

infinite space-time coordinates.  The solution is

Z[ (11] = det (1 - igSFYP,e) (A. 15)

We obtain finally

Z[71,F,J'1]  = N-1  det  (1  -  igSFY 1  --L)e-ij' dxdy 9(x)SF(x,Y;- 5„-)77(Y)
6JP 6JH

-  j'dxdy J'1(x)D   (x, y)Jv(y)
Fv

e                                                                                                         (A. 16)

where

- lim „ . - 2 dxdyj'1(x)D (x,y)jv(Y)
N= det     (1    -   i g SFY'    -9„-) e

BV
(A. 17)

j'1 -00               6jr

23is the vacuum-vacuum ampl itude·   and  (A. 16) generates the proper ampl itudes

with the vacuum-vacuum amplitude being divided out.

It is sometimes more convenient to use a different form for the

generating function
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il + ij'dl'x[g(x)*(x) + 9(x)77(x) - J'1(x)8(x)]
e

 dZ,xBF(x) K v(x)BV(x)   -  ifd4x(JB (x)  +  &'1(x))Bu(x)=e .

i d4xW(x)D(x)4(x) + ifd4x[n(x)$(x) + t(x)71(x)].e (A. 18)

where

gil (x)   =        6          11      6
9 671(x) Y

671(x)

D (x)  =  iyBB    -m . (A. 19)
P.

By the change of the integration variables

8,1(x) -' 8 1(x) + f D  (x,y)(JV(y) + g\'(y))d493 BV

4(x) -4 4(x) - f SF(x,y)9(y)dz'y

9

IiCX) »$(x) - f n(y)SF(x'Y)d4y (A.20)

the generating functional becomes

ij'd4x [9(x)D(x)4(x) +*811(x)K    (x) Bv(x)]

Z[R,n, JIL] = N-1 .1,848*B 
e

.

51 V

V
. e - j'd4xdL'y(JIL(X) + f'1(x)),D (x,y)(J (y) + gv(y))

LL V

.  e  -ij'd*xdi*y 7(x) SF(x,y)17(y)- (A.21)

1
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Similarly, we can write

ij'dLIx[ 4(x) D (x) 0 (x) + *BR (x) K (x) Bv (x)]
tim ALV .N=

- .1.St'»BP e
71'  '71'   -00

-11'd#xdt'y g,11(x)D ,6(x,y)g,v(y)
o e

-ij'dl'xd4y 0' (x) SF (x,y)17' (y)
·e (A.22)

and

6 p 6
 ' (X) =g Y (A.23)

677' (x) 69'(x)

Finally, we obtain

- fd#*dI+Y(JB(x) +f'1(x))D, \1(x,y)(Jv(y)  +  gv(y))
z[n,i,JF] = N'-l e

-ifd4xd4y 9(x)SF(x,y)71(y) (A. 24).e

where

* fcil'xdz'y I'B(x)D q(x,y)f' V(y)   -Ija xd.y ;i'(x)SF(x,y)77'(y)..p,4 4
z' limN=e                               e

77'  '71'   -40
(A.25)

Another expression for the generating functional which is more

convenient when the interaction is more complicated than we have specified
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in Eq. (3.1) and is suitable for the discussion of regularization can be

obtained by rewriting (A.2) or (A. 18) in the form

p 4 6 11 6 6
gj d  x  An (x)  Y    ON(x)   6JB (x)

e

ij'dz'x[*(x)D(x),11(x) + *B'1(x)K  (x)B (x)]
AL V

e

i.fd4x[9(x)$(x)  + *(x)71(x). - JB(x) 8;1(x)] . (A.26)
e

The generating functional becomes

.  gpl'x 6·  (x) Y" 6*(x) 6JB6(x)
Z[TI.Ti. J'1] = (91 -' e

-ifdz*xdz'y[n(x)D(x, y)71(y) + *JA(x)D  (x,y)Jv(y)].
BV

.e

(A. 27)

To evaluate the regularized generating functional, we apply the following

transformations to Eq. (3.18) with the help of Eq. (A.26)

* .(x)  1 * (x)  - fd4x SF(x,y)11j. (y)

'J (x)  -*J (x)  - Pt'x TI (y)st(y,x)

B (x)  -4 B (x)  + fc'*y D   (x,y) Jv(y)
Alv

BR(x) -+BR(x) - ifd4y DR (x,y)J'v(y).
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We obtain

Z[71,9,J",Ial = 1,1 1      lim
T11 ' "' i n' J'* -40

n

r   c      FA{ g B 6 r 6+8
1=0 'td                        OTIL (x)       Y     6Nt(x)   L  O J 11  (x)                    6 J  '  % (X)  1e

+  ira(x) j        6         6           8            6    1 1
CYCOllt(x) ' 6 t(x) , 6JB(x) ' i OJ '11(x) ' 3

n

_i, 0  dxdyiit(x)S (x,y)711(Y)
.. e

-*j'dxdy[J'1(x)D   (x, y)Jv(y)  + J B(x) DR  (x, y)J'v(y)],
.e pv AV

(A.28)

where D v(x,y)   is  similar  to  D    (x,y),  Eq. (A. 6a) except  that  AL is replaced
AL V

6

by MR; ja<6;iit(x)' ...) denotes the expression obtained from the external

  current ja($(x) "') with 4(x), etc. being replaced by 61 xy' etc.  NA
is similar to the rest of the expression in (A.28) except that all the

external sources go to zero. One can check that in a perturbation

expansion of Eq. (A.28), the vector meson propagators are always in the

combination

D  (x, y) - DR (X,y)
Bv Al V

and all the fermion loops g(m;P1, ''', Pj) are in the form

n

LEO   Ct   9 (mt ;P l,    " ' ,    Pj ) ·
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APPENDIX B

JACOBIANS

We shall calculate the Jacobians of the transformations (4.11) and

(4.15).  Let the field variable be changed by a linear transformation

9,(x) = fK(x, y)9(y)d4y . (B. 1)

If we assume that K-l i s infinitesimal, then
24

C   Tr tn K 20 1 + Tr(K - 1) for Boson field

J (8-L)  =  1   e69

< e-Tr.tn K,w l - Tr(K - 1) for
fermion field     (8.2)

K is a matrix in the coordinate space as well as the spin space.
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For the Transformation (4.11):

<x|(KW -1)|y> = wk(x) -ax- 6(x-y) +   axwp(x)[yx,yp]6(x-y)
BX

<xiC'<Ii-1)ly) = wk(x) --81 6(x -y) -   Bkwp(x)[Yx,Yp]6(x-y)
BX

<x|(KB11 -1)11v|Y = 9  wk(x). .--816(x-y) + Bkulp(x)(9  9   -gwpgvx)kl V Lix vpBX

( B. 3)

The second terms in the right-hand sides of. (B.3) do not contribute,

their traces with respect to the spin indices vanish. In the momentum

representation, the first terms of (B.3) are proportional to

n 4  4   ipx  1( \ .8 -ip,Yjdxdye w xi - 6(x-y)e
axi

„4       k . -i(P-p' )x
(8.4)= ipx jd x w. (x) e

which does not contribute to the traces summing over the four-momenta.

Therefore, we have J(69'/69) = 1.

For the transformation (4.15):

Using a discrete label, we write

< x (K     -     1  )   |y >           d w  (x) 6 (B.5)
XY

for W = 4, 4, or B ; where d  = d- = 3/2 and dB  = 1.4     4
11
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<x'(K9-1)'x>
Tr(K  -1) =C E X

(XIX>

=   C   Ex d9  w(x)

tim    1 4=d C (-)    jl» (x) dt'x
9  Ax -,0 Ax

and

=  d9 C  64(x = 0)  fd4x w (x) (B.6)

where C=4 for spin 1 and * fields and C=1 for spin 0 field.  In

(8.6) we have used the following relations

lim 14 4
C-)  =6 (x=o) (B.7)Ax

Ax ->0

which can be proved by passing to the infinite space-timelimit from the

box normalization. Hence the Jacobian appearing in Ecls. (4.18) and (4.19)is

J(w)   Jx(w) JR(w) JB (w)
il

9 1 _. Tr(K4 - 1) - Tr(|<.f - 1) + Tr(KB  - 1)
Li

=1-8 64(x =Q)j' d4xw(x) t.O.(012-)

Therefore

6 J  (w)                             ·4

au(X)
=  -  8 6 (X=0) . (B.8)

It remains to calculate
<T" (< (x)   -  9 (x) ) >0 0
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This is needed in deriving the trace identity.  From Eqs. (3.2) and

(3.3), we write

<T" (8  (x)   -  0 (x))>0  =  -   3<T" (Ii(x) (iYBB   _  m  _  gY!18&1(x))11 (x))>o

- <T*((K (x) Bv(x) - 9$(x)y%$(x))811(x))>0.P V

1

(B.9)

From Eq. (A. 16) we write,

-  3<T"(4(x)(iy'1311 -m- gy'1811(x)) 4 (x))>0

=3 Tr<T'-(iy '866  -m-  gyBB&1(x))4(x)· (x))>o

=   31 i m      T r{ < ( i YB 311    -   m   -    gy  Bp (x) ) _

6 Jz Irl,n, J 6l 1  

6
y tx

671(x) 671(Y) 71=77 =JB=O

=  12 i 64(x.O). (B. 10)

We use (A.24) to write

<T"((K     (x)Bv(x)   -    g#(x) YI14(x)).BU(.<)))061 V

= tim   {6J'8(y)[1<11\1 (x)6J8(x)  - 9 678(x) Yti·  -·5   ]Z[77,9, JIL]]1    -177=71=JB=0y -'x
671(X)

4
= 4 i  6  (X = 0). (Bll)
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Equations (8.10) and (B. 11) give

<T--(9 (x) - 9(x))>0 = 8i 64(x = 0). (B. 12)

The Eq. (4.19) follows immediately from (B.8) and (B.12).

APPENDIX C

FEYNMAN RULES

Feynman rules for graphs involving the energy momentum tensor and

25                                               -(11its trace are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In Fig. 2. 1 (p,q) and
'  KLV

(2J
[r rp,q)] and respectively

j1V (T

r(1) (P'q) = iy 1(P +q)v + ly\,(P+q) IL - *g  (0+94 - 2m) (C.1)pv LLV

and

[r (p,q)] = - (p q +q p)g - P'q.(9  9   +9  9
(1)

AlV GT A V B V GT BG VT LiT VG

+ PT(qfgva + qvgfa) + qa(PB9Tv + pvgfw)

+ *(p2  +  q+)(9     +9     +9    9    )
BV VT FT VO

- *pa(p g   +P g  ) - *q(q g   + qug  )B VT V ELT T 11 VG Ba

             -    -M 2 9 9 (C.2)
ilV OT T C 11\1 aT

It can be checked easily to the lowest order in g that the Feynman

rules (i) and (iv) listed in Fig. 2 satisfy the W-T identity (4.24)
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and trace relation (4.25).  Rules (ii) and (v) satisfy the similar

identities for the energy-momentum tensor-vector meson vertex.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.  A wavy line represents the propagator of the vector meson and

a straight represents a spinor.

Fig. 2. Feynman rules for vertices involving the energy-momentum

tensor and its trace.  For the meanings of the various symbols

(1)              (2)
see Fig. 1.  r v (p,q) and [r   (P,q)]   are given respectively

KLV 81 V

by Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2).
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i (k k /M2 - g v)/(k2 - M2)
Uvk

0,=-I i/  (15    -    m)
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an external line representing
energy-momentum tensor 9

U V

•          trace of energy-momentum tensor

Fig. 1.  A wavy line represents the propagator of the vector meson and

a straight represents a spinor.
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Fig. 2.  Feynman rules for vertices involving the energy-momentum

tensor and its trace.  For the meanings of the various symbols

(1)              (2)see Fig. 1.  1 v (p,q) and [r   (P,q)]   are given respectively&1V P V

by Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2).
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